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On March 23rd, the New York Times published an article entitled “Human Contact Is Now a 

Luxury Good”. The lede read: “Screens used to be for the elite. Now avoiding them is a status 

symbol” (Bowles 2019). The article opened with a story about an elderly man who lives in low-

income senior housing. While his wife is away most of the day, he interacts with a caretaking 

tablet “cat” to temper his loneliness. The article explains that, more and more, life for all but the 

very rich is increasingly mediated by screens. Screens cut costs, and as screen production 

becomes cheaper and cheaper, so does any activity that can happen on them. “Humans are more 

expensive, and only rich people are willing and able to pay for them” (Bowles 2019). The rich do

so as a form of conspicuous consumption; however, increasingly, they are also the only ones 

receiving the benefits of actual human engagement.

This news article offers a poignant lens for understanding the lives of Filipina migrants 

on the Live-in Caregiver Program (LCP). On account of wage asymmetries between Canada and 

the Philippines, middle-, and even working-, class people in Canada are sufficiently “rich” to 

avail of human care; meanwhile, many Filipinas cannot afford the luxury of human contact with 

their family.

As I read the article alongside Johnston and Pratt’s book, I could not help but think about 

the value of intimate human interactions, not only for human happiness and well-being, but also 

for democratic political engagement. This value is one that both Nanay and Migration in 

Performance bring into sharp relief. As Johnston and Pratt write in the introduction to the book: 

“The ludic and embodied quality of live performance also holds the potential to prompt 
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audiences to (re)think and engage their worlds differently and to extend the terms of political 

discussion in productive ways” (p.6). This potential is not necessarily true of all theater 

performances. A conventional recital of a Rodgers and Hammerstein classic easily reinforces the 

status quo. However, Nanay’s intimate, testimonial, and site-responsive approach contrasts 

strikingly with such a performance. It also contrasts strikingly with recent trends toward 

replacing human interactions with screens, for example, in the reliance on tablet cats and, more 

troubling to me, the push for online education embraced by my university (and others). These 

screen-mediated practices have been heralded as democratizing: efficient ways of providing 

human services to all at a lower human cost. However, what vision of democracy do they 

enable? I suggest that they articulate a very different form of democratic engagement than Nanay

does. In the remainder of my time, I reflect on why and how Johnston and Pratt model a human 

interaction-centered democratic practice at odds with this screen-mediated one.

First, Nanay illustrates how mediums of human engagement matter to what we think and 

learn. The authors write: “Learning from Nanay was not simply analytical. It has been embodied.

It has been felt within a process of creating relationships and exchanging stories. The play has 

been a thing that has gathered and extended worlds within and around it” (p.159). For Johnston 

and Pratt, theater offered a medium for gathering differently positioned people – audiences and 

dramaturges, employers and employees, and Canadians and Filipinxes – and encouraging forms 

of face-to-face dialogue among them.

These possibilities were enabled by the play’s testimonial theatrical form. Performances 

were self-consciously designed to facilitate “intimate proximity” (p.35). They stressed mobility 

and informal sociality (p.41); the facilitation of discussion; and an openness to unsettling 

experiences of embodied relationality, experimental practice, and revision (p.160). The result 

was performances of Nanay firmly anchored in “site-responsive” practices even while they 

simultaneously involved “a temporary suspension from everyday life” (p.5).

Nanay also cultivated “emotional proximity” through testimonial and staging practices. 

Intonation, facial expression, body language, breathing rhythms, coughs, sighs, laughs, and 
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pacing were not meant to be independently experienced but collectively shared. Fourth walls 

were provisional as discussion followed. In this way, the performances encouraged embodied 

relationality and dialogism: “multidirectional communication between local diversities and 

situated solidarities” (p.160). Dismissing someone’s perspective is harder to do in person than it 

is when mediated through a screen.

Moreover, “intimate proximity” was resolutely not a one-way transmission. The play was

revised in anticipation of new audiences. This process enabled it to foster dialogue and build 

relationships, making it “a medium of exchange and passage across connected places and 

processes” (p.11). By this design, the play refused easy and clear-cut answers. As Nanay 

cultivated “emotional proximity” (p.5), it demanded in-person accountability through dialogue 

and exchange. These aspects of the play as a political and educational medium mattered to how 

and why it was able to reflect on and communicate questions of inequality and difference. In the 

conclusion, the authors write: “the point of the play was to present complexity for discussion and

a space for politics” (p.156). This commitment to the messy work of “intimate proximity” offers 

a striking decolonial model of human-centered pedagogical and political engagement (p.2).

Nanay invited audiences to contemplate how we might build community through 

gathering with others and opening ourselves up to their experiences. Migration in Performance 

expands and augments this work of the play. It offers a form of witnessing that extends the play’s

art of gathering into classrooms, conferences, and other educational sites, such as this panel. The 

play and book’s democratic vision is based on engaging in intimate dialogue with those 

differently positioned and, thereby, cultivating a sense of accountability for one’s positionality. 

Its strategies stress openness, listening, and then sharing. In contrast, tablet “cats” and online 

courses envision democracy as equalizing individual access to established and formulaic 

presentations of expert knowledge or care. Little room is left for the contingent, extemporaneous,

embodied, provisional, and flexible experience of human gathering and dialogue.

It may seem odd or neo-Luddistic to pull out these screen practices as a foil to a 

testimonial play. But these practices are so pervasive and, frankly, worrisome. Migration in 
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Performance helped me better understand my frustration with them, and especially their 

democratic pretensions.

Democracy does not need screens that can replace human contact. It needs people who 

are open to intimate proximity, self-reflection, and site-responsiveness. It needs people who 

make, watch, and read about testimonial theater. Johnston and Pratt have offered us some vision 

of hope for how we can help constitute a truly democratic politics in the face of other troubling 

capitalist trends.
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